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### Introduction

The Centre for Language and Communication Studies offers MPhil courses in Applied Linguistics, Linguistics, English Language Teaching and Speech and Language Processing. Descriptions can be found below.

### Applied Linguistics

The discipline of applied linguistics investigates a range of issues around language in contemporary society. Among these, the most prominent issues – and the central topics of the M.Phil. in Applied Linguistics – are those surrounding second and foreign language education. It is often said that globalisation has made the learning of additional languages an essential goal in education, but in truth, language learning
has been important in most places at most times. In spite of this, language education in its various aspects was under-researched until the 1960s, so that applied linguistics is a relatively young, but increasingly important field.

There are two central strands in the applied linguistics of language teaching and learning. One, usually called second language acquisition, investigates the psychology of language learning, which is a phenomenon that is not confined to the classroom or other instructed contexts. The other, second language pedagogy, focuses on instruction at various different scales: language education policy, curriculum, teaching methods, learning tasks. Given this educational focus, applied linguistics draws not only on linguistics, but also on educational psychology, educational philosophy, social psychology, cognitive psychology, language policy, language planning, literacy and writing practices, and language and technology, among other disciplines.

**Linguistics**

Linguistics is the systematic study of human language. It has its roots in antiquity, though the twentieth century saw an explosion of research and the development of new theories and approaches. Linguistics has become an exciting and vigorous area of study, with strong connections to many fields including psychology, sociology, anthropology, cognitive science, computer science, and philosophy.

Language is complex, and linguistics attempts to describe and explain the full range of that complexity, especially speech sounds, the grammar of words and sentences, and how meaning relates to words, grammar and context. The M.Phil. in Linguistics gives due weight to all of these, with core modules in Describing Grammar, Describing Meaning, Describing the Sounds of Languages, and Laboratory Phonetics and Phonology. A varied menu of optional modules gives students the opportunity to investigate social, psychological, historical and advanced topics in linguistic theory.

**English Language Teaching**

As the importance of English as a global language has continued to grow, English teachers have increasingly sought to deepen their understanding of the nature of language teaching and learning in light of the diverse challenges they face. The M.Phil. programme in English Language Teaching is aimed at meeting the needs of teachers who wish to enhance their career options, and at aspiring English teachers who can benefit from elective modules in English Language Teaching Practice.
The programme will give practising and aspiring teachers the opportunity to explore current issues in ELT, and to deepen their understanding of the theoretical and practical concerns that underlie their teaching. The programme benefits in particular from the CLCS’s involvement in the development and implementation of two Council of Europe tools that are important in the current debate about language learning, teaching and assessment world-wide: the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages and the European Language Portfolio.

Speech and Language Processing

Speech processing is the science concerned with how speech communication works: how speech is produced by the speaker and understood by the listener. It is also concerned with how these processes can be analysed and modelled, and with how these models can be used to develop technologies that also produce and understand speech (synthetic voices, speech recognisers). The science and technology involved are fundamental to the understanding and remediation of disordered speech. The science of speech is thus at the intersection of many disciplines, particularly linguistics, psychology, acoustics, and engineering.

Language processing, in parallel, deals with computational theories of grammar and meaning, and provides access to fundamentals of linguistics as a science and as an engineering discipline. As a science, it is concerned with the fact that language is used as a medium for thought as well as for communication. As an engineering discipline, it is concerned with tools that work: predictive text in telephones, automated personal assistants, web search, and so on. The fact that you are reading this sentence entails that you have taken advantage of one or more language technologies; it would not be visible to you otherwise. The fact that you understand this sentence (or any sentence) begs all of the questions of cognitive science such as what “meanings” are and how people reason with them.

A note on this handbook

This handbook applies to all students doing the M.Phil. in Applied Linguistics, Linguistics, English Language Teaching and Speech and Language Processing. It provides a guide to what is expected of you and the academic and personal support available to you. Please retain it for future reference.

The information provided in this handbook is accurate at the time of preparation. Any necessary revisions are notified to students via e-mail or by notices on the notice board outside the Centre for Language and Communication Studies (CLCS) office. Please note that in the event of any conflict or inconsistency between the
general regulations published in the Calendar of the University of Dublin and the information contained in the course handbook, the provisions contained in the Calendar will prevail.

**Learning outcomes**

On successful completion of the course, graduates should be able to:

**Applied Linguistics**

- engage in the description and analysis of language
- debate central concepts in applied linguistics and language acquisition
- discuss more advanced topics in the study of language and demonstrate the application of this knowledge to the solution of linguistic problems
- integrate theory and practice in areas of applied linguistics such as language teaching and learning, language policy, language and technology, and the role of language in society
- undertake research in applied linguistics, having due regard to the ethical, empirical, and theoretical aspects of this research
- communicate the results of their research on topics in applied linguistics through written papers, oral presentations, and other means where appropriate

**Linguistics**

- engage in the description and analysis of language
- debate central concepts in linguistics and phonetics
- discuss advanced topics in linguistics, incorporating cognitive, formal, and social perspectives on language
- undertake research in linguistics, having due regard to the ethical, empirical, and theoretical aspects of this research
- communicate the results of their research on topics in linguistics through written papers, oral presentations, and other means where appropriate

**English Language Teaching**

- engage in the description and analysis of the English language
- analyse aspects of English in relation to other languages
• debate central concepts in the applied linguistics of English language teaching

• discuss more advanced topics in the study of the English language and demonstrate the application of this knowledge to the solution of linguistic problems

• integrate theory and practice in the teaching of English such as English language teaching and learning, language policy, language and technology, and the globalisation of English

• undertake research relevant to the applied linguistics of English language teaching, having due regard to the ethical, empirical, and theoretical aspects of this research

• communicate the results of their research on topics in the linguistics of English language teaching through written papers, oral presentations, and other means where appropriate

Speech and Language Processing

• engage in the description and analysis of language

• debate central concepts in speech science

• debate central concepts in language processing, with particular regard to computational models of language

• discuss more advanced topics in speech science or language processing

• undertake research in a chosen field of speech science or language processing, having due regard to the ethical, empirical, and theoretical aspects of this research

• communicate the results of their research on topics in speech science and language processing through written papers, oral presentations, and other means where appropriate

Staff contributing to the MPhil courses

(in alphabetical order)

Lorna Carson – Associate Professor in Applied Linguistics (on leave in 2018/19)

Gessica De Angelis – Assistant Professor in Applied Linguistics (on leave Hilary Term 2018/19)

Teaches the modules LI 7883 Multilingualism, LI7857 Language Acquisition, and the tutorial series LI 7879 Research Methodology. Research interests: Multilingual
Language Acquisition; non-native language influence; multilingualism; multilingual language education; language production, quantitative research methods.

Jeffrey Kallen – Associate Professor in Linguistics and Phonetics

Teaches the modules *LI 7878 Describing English Grammar*, *LI 7861 Language Variation and Change* and *LI7896 Linguistic Landscapes*. Research interests: sociolinguistics; linguistic landscapes; the English language in Ireland; linguistic theory and dialectology; English as a world language; corpus-based approaches to linguistic variation; discourse analysis; language acquisition; language policy and planning.

Christer Gobl – Associate Professor in Speech Science

Teaches the modules *LI 7871 Speech Processing 1: spectral analysis*; *LI 7874 Speech Production, Hearing and Perception*; and *LI 7875 Speech Processing 2: acoustic modelling*. Research interests: the acoustics of speech production; glottal source analysis and modelling; voice quality; auditory/speech perception; vocal expression of emotion; systems for speech analysis/synthesis/coding; signal processing.

Ailbhe Ní Chasaide – Professor of Phonetics

Teaches the modules *LI 7874 Speech Production, Hearing, and Perception* and *LI 7867 Laboratory Phonetics and Phonology*. Research interests: experimental investigation of linguistic contrasts, and implications for models of speech production and perception; prosody and voice quality; intonation of Irish and Hiberno-English; text-to-speech for Irish and Hiberno-English.

Neasa Ní Chiaráin - Assistant Professor in Irish Speech and Language Technology

Research interests: Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL), second language acquisition, text-to-speech synthesis, dialogue systems, speech recognition, multimodal interactive language learning platforms, game-based learning, literacy acquisition, Irish, minority languages.

Sarah O’Brien – Assistant Professor in Applied Linguistics

Teaches the modules *LI 7884 English Language Teaching Practice 1*, *LI 7885 English Language Teaching Practice 2*, *LI 7866 Bilingualism and the Maintenance of Irish* and the tutorial series *LI 7879 Research Methodology*. Research Interests: Dual Language Education; Academic English Language Teaching & Assessment; linguistic and cultural acquisition amongst immigrant communities, particularly Hispanic and Irish; family and community engagement in the English Language Classroom.

Breffni O'Rourke – Assistant Professor in Applied Linguistics

Teaches the modules *LI 7877 Pedagogical Grammar of English* and *LI 7860 Technology, Language, and Communication*. Research interests: second language acquisition and pedagogy; computers in language learning; language and discourse in computer-mediated communication.
John Saeed – Professor of Linguistics

Teaches the modules LI7843 Linguistic Typology, LI 7862 Linguistic Pragmatics, LI7856 Describing Grammar, LI7869 Describing Meaning. Research interests: relations between grammatical knowledge and pragmatics, information structure, particularly constituent order, focus and topic, Cushitic languages, Irish Sign Language.

Elaine Uí Dhonnchadha - Assistant Professor in Computational Linguistics

Teaches the module LI 7864 Corpus Linguistics. Research interests: Natural language processing applications (e.g. part-of-speech tagging, parsing, chunking etc.), corpus linguistics, and Irish linguistics.

Carl Vogel – Associate Professor in Computational Linguistics


Irena Yanushevskaya – Research Fellow in Phonetics

Teaches the module LI 7868 Describing the Sounds of Languages. Research interests: Voice source analysis and parameterisation; voice source dynamics in linguistic and paralinguistic functions of prosody; perception of voice quality and communication of affect; cross language/cultural variation in the decoding of vocal expression of emotions; prosodic analysis; segmental phonetics and phonology.

Course administration

Admission

Applicants are normally required to possess a good primary degree or equivalent qualification. Previous knowledge of the field of interest is not a requirement. The following are additional requirements for Applied Linguistics and English Language Teaching:

Applied Linguistics

Applicants are expected to have at least 6 months of language teaching experience.

English Language Teaching

Preference may be given to applicants with experience of teaching English. Those with limited teaching experience may be advised to choose as their electives the modules in English Language Teaching Practice.

Application for admission should be made through the University’s online admissions portal. Links to the portal, as well as further information on general admission requirements, language requirements, application procedures, fees, and other matters, can be found on the web site of the Trinity College Graduate Studies Office site http://www.tcd.ie/Graduate_Studies/.
Duration

The course is taken full-time in one calendar year (September to August) or part-time in two calendar years. The part-time option is available only to students who remain in employment while taking the course.

M.Phil. coordinator and support services

The M.Phil. coordinator is Dr Elaine Uí Dhonnchadha. General questions and problems to do with the course should in the first instance be addressed to her. Students are urged to familiarise themselves with the various student support services that are available to them in College. Details are provided on College websites, notably:

- www.tcd.ie/College_Health/
- www.tcd.ie/disability/, and
- www.tcd.ie/Senior_Tutor/postgraduateadvisory/

Attendance / keeping in touch

Students are required to attend all components of the course and to comply with all course requirements. A student who is unable to attend because of illness or for any other reason should immediately inform the course coordinator and the relevant lecturer. Students who are persistently absent from their course without explanation may be excluded from the assessment process.

It is the responsibility of students to remain in touch with their supervisor and attend for supervision at mutually agreed times. They should immediately notify their supervisor and the course coordinator if they change their address.

M.Phil. course committee

The course is managed by a coordinator and a CLCS M.Phil. course committee, which manages all M.Phil. degrees in CLCS. The committee meets at least once in each teaching term to review the running of the four courses. The committee comprises the following members:

Elaine Uí Dhonnchadha (Course Coordinator) [as Chair]
Christer Gobl (Head of Discipline – CLCS)
Irene Walsh (Director of Research)
John Saeed (Postgraduate Director of Teaching and Learning)
Four student representatives, one from each of the four M.Phil. courses, elected early in Michaelmas term.

Programme of study

Dates of terms for 2018-19
The induction course for all incoming M.Phil. students in CLCS runs during the week beginning 3 September 2018, from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Monday to Thursday. Students are expected to attend all sessions.


The Research Methodology tutorial series is taught on Wednesday afternoons in Michaelmas Term. All full-time students attend the tutorials; part-time students take them in their first year.

**Course content**

The degree consists of four obligatory core modules and two electives selected from a list of options, as shown below:

**CORE MODULES**

**Michaelmas Term:** (MT) (September-December)

**Hilary Term:** (HT) (January-April)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th><strong>Applied Linguistics</strong></th>
<th><strong>Linguistics</strong></th>
<th><strong>English Language Teaching</strong></th>
<th><strong>Speech and Language Processing</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Second Language Curriculum Planning and Implementation</td>
<td>Describing the Sounds of Languages</td>
<td>Second Language Curriculum Planning and Implementation</td>
<td>Speech Processing 1: spectral analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Describing Grammar</td>
<td>Describing Grammar</td>
<td>Describing English Grammar</td>
<td>Formal foundations of linguistic theories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT</td>
<td>Language Testing</td>
<td>Laboratory Phonetics and Phonology</td>
<td>Language Testing</td>
<td>Laboratory Phonetics and Phonology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT</td>
<td>Language Acquisition</td>
<td>Describing Meaning</td>
<td>Pedagogical Grammar of English</td>
<td>Corpus Linguistics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ELECTIVE MODULES**

Some elective modules are available to all students, some are only available to students registered in some MPhil courses. Please check availability below.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applied Linguistics</th>
<th>Linguistics</th>
<th>English Language Teaching</th>
<th>Speech and Language Processing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An Ghaeilge mar Mheán Teagaisc</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilingualism and the maintenance of Irish</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer-Assisted Language Learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corpus Linguistics</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describing Meaning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Language Teaching Practice 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Language Teaching Practice 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Acquisition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Variation and Change</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic Landscapes</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic Pragmatics</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typology</td>
<td>Multilingualism</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedagogical Grammar of English</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research methodology</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech processing 2: acoustic modelling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech production, hearing, and perception</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology, Language and Communication</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
<td>available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech and Language Technology in Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Timetable**

Each term, **full-time students** take two core modules, one on Monday afternoons and one on Thursday afternoons as timetabled below. They take one elective, which will be on Monday morning or Thursday morning depending on the elective chosen.

**Part-time students** take one core module each term. In their first year they may choose to take either the Monday core modules (both terms) or the Thursday core modules (both terms). In their second year, they take the remaining two core modules. They take one elective each year, which may be on Monday or Thursday morning in either Michaelmas term or Hilary term.

In 2018/19, LI 7864 Corpus Linguistics will run in the morning as a core module for Speech and Language Processing students and as an elective for all other MPhil students.
Michaelmas term (September-December)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>[Elective modules]</td>
<td>[Elective modules]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>[Core modules]</td>
<td>Research Methodology</td>
<td>[Core modules]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hilary term (January-April)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>[Elective modules]</td>
<td>[Elective modules]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>[Core modules]</td>
<td>[Core modules]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See module descriptions for a list of options available in each term.

Areas in which dissertations may be written

LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

(Gessica De Angelis)

This area covers all aspects of learning and using (i) a language other than the mother tongue and (ii) two mother tongues. Typically, dissertations involve a survey of a particular dimension of the research literature together with some observational or experimental work, the latter frequently focusing on easily available subjects such as the student’s own children or pupils.

SECOND LANGUAGE PEDAGOGY

(Breffni O’Rourke, Sarah O’Brien, Neasa Ní Chiaráin)

Within this area, which in principle has to do with all aspects of the organization of language learning in formal educational contexts, staff are particularly interested in:
the development of learner autonomy; the exploitation of media and communication technologies in language learning and teaching; analysis of teacher and pupil performance in the second/foreign language classroom (surveys, testing, interviews, learner consultation, classroom observation, etc.); analysis of factors which impact on second language learning in formal educational contexts (attitude/motivation studies of teachers, pupils, parents, etc. and the interactive effect of various home and school factors on pupil performance in the second/foreign language); educational language planning; computer-assisted language learning; and the teaching and learning of Irish.

**SOCIOLINGUISTICS**

*(Jeffrey Kallen, Sarah O’Brien)*

Research in sociolinguistics frequently falls into one of three groupings: socially-situated linguistics (e.g. study of the relationship between language and social factors such as socioeconomic class, age, gender, ethnicity, and social network); the sociology of language (e.g. language planning and language rights, language ideologies, language and ethnicity, and the linguistic landscape); and interactive sociolinguistics, which examines the use of language to encode and establish relationships of power, solidarity, and group membership.

Students may seek permission to write their dissertation in some other area provided that the board of examiners deems it relevant and appropriate.

**SOCIAL and COMPARATIVE LINGUISTICS OF ENGLISH**

*(Jeffrey Kallen)*

The sociolinguistics of English usually includes special emphasis on the sociology of English as a global language (including the visible use of English and other languages in the linguistic landscape), socially significant variation within English (as related to, for example, traditional dialects and new dialect formation; socio-economic class; age; gender; ethnicity; and social network), and the development of national varieties of English, often in contact with other languages. The English language in Ireland may be a case of special interest. Comparative approaches to English grammar may focus on structural contrasts between different varieties of English or between English and other languages.

Students may seek permission to write their dissertation in some other area provided that the board of examiners deems it relevant and appropriate.

**COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS and CORPUS LINGUISTICS**

*(Carl Vogel, Elaine Uí Dhonnchadha)*

Computational linguistics is a cognitive science which attends to formal rigour in linguistic description and processing issues associated with the resulting models. Natural language processing addresses language technology and representational and efficiency concerns of software systems. Topics across subject areas of linguistics can be treated from the perspective of computational linguistics: e.g. morphology,

Corpus linguistics is a methodology which touches on virtually all areas of Linguistics and Natural Language Processing. Dissertations on corpus based studies from a wide range of topic areas (including text processing and understanding, speech recognition and speech synthesis, development of language processing tools, development of language-learning resources) can be considered.

**EXPERIMENTAL PHONETICS/PHONOLOGY**

(Ailbhe Ní Chasaide)

This area of research involves the use of instrumental techniques to describe aspects of languages and of speech. The emphasis is descriptive, e.g. the analysis of features of the sound system of a language or a cross-language comparison. However, the descriptive work should also allow for inferences on the mental organization of language. The same instrumental techniques may also be applied to the description and remediation of speech disorders.

**SPEECH SCIENCE**

(Christer Gobl, Ailbhe Ní Chasaide, Neasa Ní Chiaráin)

This area covers a range of topics concerning the description and modelling of speech production as well as the development of techniques that can be used for that end. Ongoing research in the phonetics and speech laboratory is focused particularly on speech analysis methods, modelling of the human voice source/voice quality, and aspects of speech synthesis and perception.

Students may seek permission to write their dissertation in some other area provided that the board of examiners deems it relevant and appropriate.

**SYNTACTIC, SEMANTIC AND PRAGMATIC THEORY**

(John Saeed, Carl Vogel, Elaine Uí Dhonnchadha, Jeffrey Kallen)

Work in these areas seeks to explore current theories of language: what possible forms grammar can take in languages and how meaning is conveyed through language. Within this large range, staff research concentrates on a number of issues, including: the balance between phrase structure and lexical rules in current syntactic frameworks; generative and functional approaches to linguistic universals; lexical semantics; attempts in pragmatics to explain contextual features of meaning, implication, and inference; discourse and narrative-level grammars; computational stylistics and text classification and computational models of language evolution. A corpus-based methodology can be used in all areas of linguistic research including syntactic, semantic, pragmatic and lexical aspects of language.

*European Credit Transfer System (ECTS)*
The ECTS is an academic credit transfer and accumulation system representing the student workload required to achieve the specified objectives of a study programme. The ECTS weighting for a course module is a measure of student input or workload for that module, based on factors such as the number of contact hours, the number and length of written or oral presentations, class preparation and private study time, laboratory classes, and so on. In Trinity College, one ECTS unit is defined as 20-25 hours of student input. Thus, for example, a 10-credit module is designed to require a total of 200-250 hours of student input, including class time, reading, and work on assessments.

Each module in the M.Phil. course is weighted at 10 credits; the research dissertation and the preparation that goes with it (including the Research Methodology tutorial series) is weighted at 30 credits. In keeping with College and international norms, the total ECTS weighting for the M.Phil. course is thus 90 credits.

ECTS credits are awarded to a student only upon successful completion of the course year. Students who fail a year of their course will not obtain credit for that year, even if they have passed certain course components.

Module descriptions

A description of each course module is given on our website. Students should familiarise themselves with this material as they will be required to indicate their choice of options at a specified time before the start of the academic year. Books marked as "(textbook)" are essential to the module in question and all students will need their own copy. Students are responsible for placing their own book orders with a bookseller of their choice.

Assessment

METHOD

Students are assessed on the basis of their performance in

- six assignments related to four core and two optional modules of the course (10 credits each, total 60 credits)
- a dissertation (30 credits)

All modules and the dissertation are weighted according to their ECTS credit value. The pass mark of 40% applies to all module assignments; the dissertation is graded on a pass/distinction/fail basis. To qualify for the award of the M.Phil. degree, students must (i) obtain an average of at least 40% over all taught modules, (ii) obtain a pass grade in the dissertation, and (iii) either pass modules amounting to 60 credits, or pass modules amounting to at least 50 credits where there is a mark of not less than 30% in the failed module. As provided for by College regulations, a student who receives a fail mark may be allowed to resubmit an assignment if there are mitigating circumstances; the student should consult the course coordinator in the first instance, as soon as possible after receipt of the grade in question

Progression to dissertation
The court of examiners may debar students from writing and submitting a dissertation (i) if they fail to submit a detailed plan and work schedule for their dissertation by 10 May 2019 (in their first year if they are taking their course part-time), or (ii) if they fail to achieve at least a II.2 grade in each of their assignments. Provided that they satisfy the examiners in respect of their course work, such students may be awarded a Postgraduate Diploma in Applied Linguistics (see above).

**M.Phil. with Distinction**

Students may be awarded the M.Phil. with Distinction if they (i) pass all modules; (ii) achieve a Distinction in the dissertation; (iii) achieve at least 68% in the unrounded overall average mark for the taught modules; and (iv) achieve at least 70% in each of three course modules.

**AWARD OF DIPLOMA**

Students may decide for personal reasons not to write a dissertation, or they may be debarred from doing so by the court of examiners (see above). Provided that they satisfy the examiners in respect of their course work, such students will be awarded a Postgraduate Diploma. The Postgraduate Diploma with Distinction may be awarded to candidates who (i) have passed all modules, (ii) have an overall average mark of 68% or above and (iii) have a mark of at least 70% for each of three course modules.

**Academic standards in student work**

**Research ethics**

Students are given guidelines with regard to research ethics. Students doing individual research, e.g. for the dissertation, must ensure that they have complied with School regulations on obtaining ethical approval for this research. Where approval from the School’s Research Ethics Committee is required, students are responsible for ensuring that they obtain it in a timely manner. Further information is available at [http://www.tcd.ie/slscs/research/ethics/](http://www.tcd.ie/slscs/research/ethics/).

**ATTRIBUTION AND PLAGIARISM**

All quotations from published and unpublished sources must begin and end with quotation marks and be accompanied by a full reference (see below). *The following practices are unacceptable and will be treated as plagiarism:*

- copying without acknowledgement;
- selective copying (which omits words, phrases or sentences from the original) without acknowledgement;
- close summary without acknowledgement

No student found guilty of plagiarism will be (i) awarded a degree or diploma or (ii) supported in applications for admission to other courses of study either at Trinity College or elsewhere.
To ensure that you have a clear understanding of what plagiarism is, how Trinity deals with cases of plagiarism, and how to avoid it, you will find a repository of information at [http://tcd-ie.libguides.com/plagiarism](http://tcd-ie.libguides.com/plagiarism).

We ask you to take the following steps:

(i) Visit the online resources to inform yourself about how Trinity deals with plagiarism and how you can avoid it at [http://tcd-ie.libguides.com/plagiarism](http://tcd-ie.libguides.com/plagiarism). You should also familiarize yourself with the 2015-16 Calendar entry on plagiarism located on this website and the sanctions which are applied;


(iii) Familiarise yourself with the declaration that you will be asked to sign when submitting course work at [http://tcd-ie.libguides.com/plagiarism/declaration](http://tcd-ie.libguides.com/plagiarism/declaration).

(iv) Contact the Course Coordinator or your Lecturer if you are unsure about any aspect of plagiarism.

**Plagiarism is a serious disciplinary offence:** see also the College regulations on plagiarism printed at the end of this handbook. Please note that all instances of Plagiarism will be recorded as part of your Student Academic History.

**REFERENCES**

Students should ensure that they follow good academic practice in the presentation of essays and other written work. In assignments and dissertations references should be given in the main body of the text, giving the author and year of publication of the material being cited. Specific page references must be given for quotations. Using the 'author/date' system yields references such as:

- Bialystok (2001) [for reference to a work as a whole]
- Coleman (2002, p. 115) [for reference to one page in a work]
- Tonhauser (2007, pp. 838-841) [for reference to several pages]

A complete alphabetical list of references must be included at the end of each piece of work. Each type of work cited (book, article in a book, article in a journal, etc.) has a particular format which should be followed carefully. Detailed information on references, essay format, and the use of linguistic examples is given to students during orientation week: the following forms should be remembered as a guide to the most-commonly used published sources.


Assignments

PRESENTATION

Language. The discursive component of assignments must be written in English. Illustrative materials and examples may be in any appropriate language.

Length. The discursive component of assignments, including quotations from secondary sources, must not exceed 4,000 words. Word limits for smaller pieces of assessment may be set by individual lecturers. Students are required to note the word count on the front of each assignment. They will be penalized for exceeding the stated word limit.

Printing requirements. Assignments should be word-processed and printed on one side of the paper only, using double or 1.5 spacing, with a margin of at least one inch (2.5 cm) at the top, bottom, left, and right of the page. Examiners will pay particular attention to the presentation of assignments, and candidates whose work is deficient in this regard will be penalized.

Title page. Each assignment must begin with a title page that contains the following information (in this order): the full name of its author; the student number of the author; the title of the assignment or the task that it fulfils; the degree for which it is submitted (M.Phil. in Applied Linguistics); the part of the course to which it is attached (where applicable); the term and year in which it is submitted.

Pagination. All pages must be clearly and sequentially numbered.

Binding. Assignments need not be bound in any formal sense, but all pages must be firmly fixed together, e.g. by a strong staple.

References. Every assignment must include an alphabetical list of references, presented according to the conventions set out above.

Doubtful cases. Candidates who are uncertain how to apply the above conventions to any of their assignments should consult with the member(s) of staff responsible for the part(s) of the course in question.

SUBMISSION

Assignments must be handed in at Room 4091, Arts Building. Assignment must also be submitted electronically. Michaelmas term assignments are due by 3pm on Monday, 10 December 2018 in
Room 4091, and Hilary term assignments are due by 3pm on Tuesday, 23 April 2019 in Room 4091.

Students may request an extension of up to one week only on the grounds of medical need or other extraordinary circumstances. Any such request must be made to the course coordinator prior to the assignment deadline, with a copy of the request supplied to the relevant lecturer. Extensions on medical grounds are given in accordance with general College regulations and must include medical certificates as appropriate.

A request for an extension of more than one week can only be approved by a CLCS committee established to review cases that require extraordinary consideration. A student requesting an extension of more than one week should consult with the course coordinator in the first instance. The committee will only consider requests for a maximum extension of two weeks; any such request must be supported by adequate documentation.

Unless granted an extension in advance of the submission deadline, students will automatically be penalized for late submission of an assignment: 5 marks if the assignment is less than eight days late and 10 marks if the assignment is between eight and 14 days late.

Under no circumstances will an assignment be accepted later than two weeks after the submission date. Students who are not able to submit assignments within two weeks of the deadline will normally be expected to go 'off books' and to continue their studies at a later date in keeping with College regulations.

GRADES

Feedback is given on a standard form, using the following headings:

- Content
- Coherence of argument
- Technical Accuracy (where applicable)
- Use made of relevant literature
- Independence of thought
- Presentation
- Overall comment

Although the final degree result is not classified, assignments are graded according to the scale in general use in the university:

I  70+
II.1  60-69
In general the four classes are to be interpreted as follows:

I. Demonstrates a full understanding of key issues, an ability to construct a detailed argument on the basis of that understanding, and a capacity for developing innovative lines of thought.

II.1 Demonstrates a full understanding of key issues and an ability not only to construct a detailed argument on the basis of that understanding, but to generate additional insights.

II.2 Demonstrates an adequate understanding of key issues and an ability to construct an argument on the basis of that understanding.

III Demonstrates a basic understanding of key issues and an ability to construct a basic argument.

Students should note that grades received as part of student feedback are provisional; final grades reflect the evaluations of the external examiners as well as the internal examiners and are decided at the Court of Examiners meeting in mid-June. Students are notified of their final module results after the meeting of the Court of Examiners.

Dissertations

As well as following the programme of study summarized above, students write a dissertation of not more than 15,000 words in one of the areas of research described on pp. 14-16.

Students select the general area in which they will write their dissertation by the end of Week 5 in Hilary term (in their first year if they are taking their course part-time). They may begin to receive supervision later in Hilary term (in their first year if they are taking their course part-time), and are expected to have drawn up a detailed plan and work schedule for their dissertation by 10 May (in their first year if they are taking their course part-time).

The court of examiners may debar students from writing and submitting a dissertation (i) if they fail to submit a detailed plan and work schedule for their dissertation by 10 May (in their first year if they are taking their course part-time), or (ii) if they fail to achieve at least a II.2 grade in each of their assignments.

The final date for submission of dissertations is 31 August of the year in which the course is completed.

Students whose dissertation receives a fail mark may be entitled to a viva voce examination on the dissertation in keeping with applicable College regulations; the course coordinator should be consulted in the first instance. Students whose
dissertation fails to satisfy the examiners may, on the recommendation of the court of examiners and on payment of the prescribed fee, be allowed to register for a further year and revise and resubmit their dissertation.

PRESENTATION

Language. The discursive component of dissertations must be written in English. Illustrative materials and examples may be in any appropriate language.

Length. The discursive component of dissertations must not exceed 15,000 words. Students are required to attach to their dissertation a note of the total word count. They will be penalized for exceeding the word limit.

Printing requirements. Dissertations must be word-processed and printed as follows: A4 format, on one side of the paper only, with double or 1.5 spacing and margins of at least one inch (2.5 cm) at the top, bottom, left, and right of the page.

Title page. Every dissertation must begin with a title page that contains the following information (in this order): the title; the full name of its author; the degree for which it is submitted (M.Phil. in Applied Linguistics); the year in which it is submitted.

Declaration. Immediately following the title page, every dissertation must contain the following declaration, signed and dated:

Declaration

I declare that this dissertation has not been submitted as an exercise for a degree at this or any other university and that it is entirely my own work.

I agree that the Library may lend or copy this dissertation on request.

Signed: Date:

Abstract. Immediately following the declaration, every dissertation must contain an abstract which summarizes the methods used and the conclusions reached. The abstract must be headed with the title of the dissertation and the author’s full name (in that order), and must not exceed one page of single-spaced typescript.

Table of contents. Immediately following the abstract, every dissertation must contain a table of contents listing the main divisions (parts, chapters, sections, sub-sections, etc., as appropriate) and the pages on which they begin.

Binding. Every dissertation must be securely bound in dark blue cloth. The spine must bear the candidate’s name in full, the degree for which the dissertation is submitted (M.Phil. in Applied Linguistics), and the year. The front cover must bear the candidate’s full name and the title of the dissertation (or an abbreviated title approved by the supervisor).

Pagination. All pages must be clearly and sequentially numbered.
References. Every dissertation must include a full alphabetical list of references, presented according to the conventions set out above.

Doubtful cases. Candidates who are uncertain how to apply the above conventions to their dissertation should consult with their supervisor.

SUBMISSION

Dissertations must be submitted in two copies, neither of which will be returned to the candidate, at Room 4091, Arts Building, not later than 31 August in the year in which the course is completed. Students may also be asked to submit their dissertation online; details will be communicated after Hilary term. On submitting the dissertation, students will also be required to fill out an end-of-course survey. Extensions require the approval of the Dean of Graduate Studies and entail the payment of additional fees.

College regulations on plagiarism

CALENDAR STATEMENT ON PLAGIARISM – PART III, 1.32

1. General

It is clearly understood that all members of the academic community use and build on the work and ideas of others. It is commonly accepted also, however, that we build on the work and ideas of others in an open and explicit manner, and with due acknowledgement.

Plagiarism is the act of presenting the work or ideas of others as one’s own, without due acknowledgement.

Plagiarism can arise from deliberate actions and also through careless thinking and/or methodology. The offence lies not in the attitude or intention of the perpetrator, but in the action and in its consequences.

It is the responsibility of the author of any work to ensure that he/she does not commit plagiarism.

Plagiarism is considered to be academically fraudulent, and an offence against academic integrity that is subject to the disciplinary procedures of the University.

2. Examples of Plagiarism

Plagiarism can arise from actions such as:

(a) copying another student’s work;

(b) enlisting another person or persons to complete an assignment on the student’s behalf;

(c) procuring, whether with payment or otherwise, the work or ideas of another;
(d) quoting directly, without acknowledgement, from books, articles or other sources, either in printed, recorded or electronic format, including websites and social media;

(e) paraphrasing, without acknowledgement, the writings of other authors.

Examples (d) and (e) in particular can arise through careless thinking and/or methodology where students:

(i) fail to distinguish between their own ideas and those of others;

(ii) fail to take proper notes during preliminary research and therefore lose track of the sources from which the notes were drawn;

(iii) fail to distinguish between information which needs no acknowledgement because it is firmly in the public domain, and information which might be widely known, but which nevertheless requires some sort of acknowledgement;

(iv) come across a distinctive methodology or idea and fail to record its source.

All the above serve only as examples and are not exhaustive.

3. Plagiarism in the context of group work

Students should normally submit work done in co-operation with other students only when it is done with the full knowledge and permission of the lecturer concerned. Without this, submitting work which is the product of collusion with other students may be considered to be plagiarism.

When work is submitted as the result of a Group Project, it is the responsibility of all students in the Group to ensure, so far as is possible, that no work submitted by the group is plagiarised.

4. Self-Plagiarism

No work can normally be submitted for more than one assessment for credit. Resubmitting the same work for more than one assessment for credit is normally considered self-plagiarism.

5. Avoiding Plagiarism

Students should ensure the integrity of their work by seeking advice from their lecturers, tutor or supervisor on avoiding plagiarism. All schools and departments must include, in their handbooks or other literature given to students, guidelines on the appropriate methodology for the kind of work that students will be expected to undertake. In addition, a general set of guidelines for students on avoiding plagiarism is available at http://tcd-ie.libguides.com/plagiarism.

6. If plagiarism as referred to in paragraph (1) above is suspected, the Director of Teaching and Learning (Postgraduate) will arrange an informal meeting with the student, the student’s Supervisor and/or the academic staff member concerned, to put their suspicions to the student and give the student the opportunity to respond.
Students may nominate a Graduate Students’ Union representative or PG advisor to accompany them to the meeting.

7. If the Director of Teaching and Learning (Postgraduate) forms the view that plagiarism has taken place, he/she must decide if the offence can be dealt with under the summary procedure set out below. In order for this summary procedure to be followed, all parties noted above must be in agreement. If the facts of the case are in dispute, or if the Director of Teaching and Learning (Postgraduate) feels that the penalties provided for under the summary procedure below are inappropriate given the circumstances of the case, he/she will refer the case directly to the Junior Dean, who will interview the student and may implement the procedures set out in Section 5 (Other General Regulations).

8. If the offence can be dealt with under the summary procedure, the Director of Teaching and Learning (Postgraduate) will recommend one of the following penalties:

(a) Level 1: Student receives an informal verbal warning. The piece of work in question is inadmissible. The student is required to rephrase and correctly reference all plagiarised elements. Other content should not be altered. The resubmitted work will be assessed and marked without penalty;

(b) Level 2: Student receives a formal written warning. The piece of work in question is inadmissible. The student is required to rephrase and correctly reference all plagiarised elements. Other content should not be altered. The resubmitted work will receive a reduced or capped mark depending on the seriousness/extent of plagiarism;

(c) Level 3: Student receives a formal written warning. The piece of work in question is inadmissible. There is no opportunity for resubmission.

9. Provided that the appropriate procedure has been followed and all parties in (6) above are in agreement with the proposed penalty, the Director of Teaching and Learning (Postgraduate) should in the case of a Level 1 offence, inform the Course Director and, where appropriate, the Course Office. In the case of a Level 2 or Level 3 offence, the Dean of Graduate Studies must be notified and requested to approve the recommended penalty. The Dean of Graduate Studies will inform the Junior Dean accordingly. The Junior Dean may nevertheless implement the procedures as set out in Section 5 (Other General Regulations).

10. If the case cannot normally be dealt with under summary procedures, it is deemed to be a Level 4 offence and will be referred directly to the Junior Dean. Nothing provided for under the summary procedure diminishes or prejudices the disciplinary powers of the Junior Dean under the 2010 Consolidated Statutes.

Postgraduate Advisory Service

The Postgraduate Advisory Service is a unique and confidential service available to all registered postgraduate students in Trinity College. It offers a comprehensive range
of academic, pastoral and professional supports dedicated to enhancing your student experience.

Who?

The Postgraduate Advisory Service is led by the Postgraduate Support Officer who provides frontline support for all Postgraduate students in Trinity. The Postgrad Support Officer will act as your first point of contact and a source of support and guidance regardless of what stage of your Postgrad you’re at. In addition each Faculty has three members of Academic staff appointed as Postgraduate Advisors who you can be referred to by the Postgrad Support Officer for extra assistance if needed.

Contact details of the Postgrad Support Officer and the Advisory Panel are available at [http://www.tcd.ie/Senior_Tutor/postgraduate/](http://www.tcd.ie/Senior_Tutor/postgraduate/)

Where?

The PAS is located on the second floor of House 27. They are open from 8.30 – 4.30, Monday to Friday. Appointments are available from 9am to 4pm; Phone: 8961417; Email: pgsupp@tcd.ie

What?

The PAS exists to ensure that all Postgrad students have a contact point who they can turn to for support and information on college services and academic issues arising. Representation assistance to Postgrad students is offered in the area of discipline and/or academic appeals arising out of examinations or thesis submissions, supervisory issues, general information on Postgrad student life and many others. If in doubt, get in touch! All queries will be treated with confidentiality. For more information on what we offer see PAS website.

---

**Student’s Union**

**Trinity Students’ Union and Graduate Students’ Union**

Every student at Trinity College is automatically a member of the Students' Union and/or the Graduate Students' Union. The Students' Union, whose Officers – President, Education, Welfare, Communications and Entertainments Officers are elected by the whole student body, represent student interest and provides a range of student services. In House 6 in Front Square you will find the Students' Union offices, a shop, a travelcard office, fax and photo services and bookshop. The Students' Union Officers are also in House 6 where you can avail of confidential academic and welfare advice services. There is also a Students' Union shop at the
entrance to the Hamilton Building and in Goldsmith Hall. For more information please visit www.tcdsu.org

The Graduate Students' Union is an independent body which represents postgraduate students in Trinity College Dublin. All postgraduate students of the College, including postgraduate research students and those on higher degree and higher diploma courses, automatically become members of the Union upon registering with the College. The GSU has two full-time sabbatical officers who represent postgraduates on every level of College, from class rep issues to structures and policy at Board. The GSU also provides advice on academic and welfare issues faced by postgrads, and offers three main facilities: dedicated postgrad study space in the 1937 Reading Room, the GSU Common Room on the first floor of House 7, (open daily from 8am to 7pm Monday to Friday) and the GSU office in Room 28, House 6. Keys can be purchased at the Students' Union Office on the ground floor. Although the GSU works in partnership with the Students' Union, the GSU is the only postgraduate representative organisation recognised by College.

Emergency Procedure

In the event of an emergency, dial Security Services on extension 1999. Security Services provide a 24-hour service to the college community, 365 days a year. They are the liaison to the Fire, Garda and Ambulance services and all staff and students are advised to always telephone extension 1999 (+353 1 896 1999) in case of an emergency. Should you require any emergency or rescue services on campus, you must contact Security Services. This includes chemical spills, personal injury or first aid assistance. It is recommended that all students save at least one emergency contact in their phone under ICE (In Case of Emergency).